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Abstract
Using a weaker variant of the well-known dominance order on partitions, we determine the
trees of /xed order and bounded maximum degree that have minimum distance.
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1. Introduction
Let T = (V; E) be a /nite tree of order n= |V | and let dT (u; v) denote the distance
of the vertices u; v in T . Then
	(T ) =
∑
{u;v}⊆V
dT (u; v)
is called the distance of T . This graph invariant has been investigated by numerous
authors (see [1–4,8] and references therein) using a variety of other names like trans-
mission, total status, sum of all distances, path number, Wiener index or Wiener
number of T . The latter two notions are used in honor of the chemist Wiener who
seems to be the /rst to consider this invariant while studying the correlation between
the distance of certain trees related to para:n hydrocarbons and some physico-chemical
properties of these molecules, see [9].
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It is easy to see ([3] or [6, Exercise 6.23]) that among all trees of order n the path
Pn and the star K1; n−1 have the maximum and minimum distance, respectively. Since
the maximum degree of the star graphs is unbounded and applications in chemistry are
obviously restricted to the case of atoms of bounded valency, a natural generalization
asks for those trees of /xed order and bounded maximum degree that have minimum
distance.
In this paper we solve this problem completely. Another solution, using a diFerent
approach, has been given independently by Fischermann et al. [4]. In fact, an earlier
version of their paper, in which the result was stated as a conjecture, was the starting
point for our studies. The main tools of our proof are a variant of the well-known
dominance order on partitions which we call superdominance order and the notion of
a barycenter of a tree.
2. Dominance and superdominance order
Let us recall some results concerning partial orders on multisets of integers. For
details, we refer the reader to the book of Marshall and Olkin [7].
Given a multiset x = (x1; x2; : : : ; xp) of non-negative integers, let |x|= p denote the
number of elements in x counted with their multiplicities and let (x) =
∑p
i=1 xi. If
(x) = a, then x is called a (number) partition of a. Let
x↑ = (x(1)6 x(2)6 · · ·6 x(p))
denote the elements of x in increasing order. The well-known elementwise vector or-
dering 6 can easily be carried over to multisets x; y with |x|= |y| by de/ning x6y
if and only if x↑6y↑.
A partition y=(y1; y2; : : : ; yp) is dominated by x=(x1; x2; : : : ; xp), denoted by y 4 x
or x ¡ y, if and only if
k∑
i=1
x(i)6
k∑
i=1
y(i) for k = 1; : : : ; p and (x) = (y):
The set of all partitions of a given integer a is partially ordered by the relation 4 and
forms a lattice. If the condition (x) =(y) is dropped, a weaker partial order 4w is
obtained, which we call superdominance order. Thus
y 4w x if and only if
k∑
i=1
x(i)6
k∑
i=1
y(i) for k = 1; : : : ; p:
In [7], the symbol ≺w and the term weak supermajorization are used for this order.
We will use the notation y ≺w x if and only if y 4w x and y = x.
There are numerous characterizations and applications for both the dominance and
the superdominance order. Here, we need the following two results, see [7, Propositions
4.B.2 and 5.A.7].
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Theorem 1. Let x; y be multisets of integers with |x|= |y|= p. Then y 4w x if and
only if
p∑
k=1
g(xk)6
p∑
k=1
g(yk) (1)
for all continuous increasing concave functions g : R→ R.
If y ≺w x and g is a continuous, strictly concave and strictly increasing function, it
is easy to see that also the inequality in (1) is strict.
Lemma 2. Let x; y; x′; y′ be multisets of integers with |x|=|y| and |x′|=|y′|. If y 4w x
and y′ 4w x′; then (y; y′) 4w (x; x′). In particular; x6y implies y 4w x.
We will refer to Lemma 2 as the merging lemma.
3. Rooted q-ary trees
A tree T = (V; E) of order |T |= n is a connected, acyclic graph on n vertices. The
unique path connecting two vertices u; v in T will be denoted by PT (u; v). Its length
‘(PT (u; v)) is the distance of u and v, which we denote by dT (u; v). A leaf of a tree
is a vertex of degree one. We call a tree T = (V; E) rooted at the vertex r simply
by distinguishing r ∈V from the remaining vertices. In this case ‘(v) = ‘(PT (r; v)) is
called the depth of v∈V . The maximum depth of a vertex is the depth ‘(T ) of the
tree T . Given any tree T rooted at r and two vertices u; v we say that u is a successor
of v in T if ‘(u)¿‘(v) and PT (v; r) ⊆ PT (u; r). Each successor u of v which is also
adjacent to v is called a child of v and v is then called the parent of u. If u is any
vertex of a rooted tree T , let T (u) denote the subtree of T that is induced by u and all
its successors in T and that is rooted at u. Given two trees T=(V; E) and T ′=(V ′; E′),
we write T  T ′ if T and T ′ are isomorphic. If additionally T and T ′ are rooted at r
and r′, we write T r T ′ if there exists a bijection  : V → V ′ with (r) = r′ such
that T and T ′ are isomorphic relative to . When depicting a rooted tree, the children
of any vertex v will be drawn on the /rst level below v, starting with the root on top
of the picture.
For n; q∈N with q¿ 2, a tree T =(V; E) rooted at r is an (n; q)-tree if |V |= n and
any vertex of T has at most q children. In general, without specifying the order n, we
simply speak of a q-ary tree. T is a complete q-ary tree of depth ‘ if ‘(T ) = ‘¿ 0
and any vertex v with ‘(v)¡‘ has exactly q children.
Let us recursively de/ne a family T ∗(n; q) = (V ∗(n; q); E∗(n; q)) of q-ary trees. The
vertex set is given by
V ∗(n; q) = V ∗(n− 1; q) ∪ {vn}; V ∗(1; q) = {v1};
where vn ∈ V ∗(n− 1; q) for n¿ 2. The root of T ∗(n; q) is v1 and the /rst q+ 1 edge
sets are E∗(1; q) = ∅ and E∗(n; q) = {v1v2; v1v3; : : : ; v1vn} for 26 n6 q + 1 such that
T ∗(n; q)  K1; n−1 for 26 n6 q + 1. For n¿ q + 2, let j denote the minimum index
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Fig. 1. The tree T∗(17; 3).
in {2; 3; : : : ; n − 1} such that vj has at most q − 1 children in T ∗(n − 1; q). Then the
edge set of T ∗(n; q) is given by
E∗(n; q) = E∗(n− 1; q) ∪ {vjvn}:
The tree T ∗(17; 3) is depicted in Fig. 1.
For any tree T = (V; E) rooted at r and e∈E let
hT (e) = |{v∈V : e∈PT (v; r)}|
denote the height of the edge e. If e = uv with ‘(u)¡‘(v), then h(e) = |T (v)| is the
order of the subtree T (v). Our /rst result shows that T ∗(n; q) is the (n; q)-tree for
which h(T ) = (hT (e))e∈E is maximal in the superdominance order.
Theorem 3. Let n; q∈N with q¿ 2 and let T be an (n; q)-tree. Then h(T ) 4w
h(T ∗(n; q)) with equality if and only if T r T ∗(n; q).
Proof. Fix q¿ 2. We apply induction on n; the cases n6 q + 1 being trivial; since
T ∗(n; q)  K1; n−1 is already known to be the unique optimal tree. Thus let n¿q+ 1
and assume that the assertion is true for any q-ary tree of order less than n. Assume
further that T r T ∗(n; q) is an (n; q)-tree rooted at r such that h(T ) is maximal in
the superdominance order.
Let ei = rri denote the edges incident to r for 16 i6d, where d = degT (r)6 q
denotes the degree of r. Let ni denote the order of T (ri) and ‘i its depth, where we
may assume n1¿ n2¿ · · ·¿ nd. Note that n1¿ 2 and hence ‘1¿ 1, since n¿q+ 1.
If d¡q, let u be any leaf of T (r1) with ‘(u)=‘1, let v be the parent of u (note that
v=r1 if ‘1=1) and let T ′ denote the tree rooted at r that is obtained from T by deleting
the edge uv and by adding ru instead, see Fig. 2. Obviously, hT (uv) = hT ′(ru) = 1,
hT (e)¿ hT ′(e) for e∈E(T ) ∩ E(T ′) and hT (e1)¿hT ′(e1). Now the merging lemma
implies h(T ) ≺w h(T ′), a contradiction.
Hence we may assume d = q from now on. Applying the induction hypothesis to
each T (ri) and using the merging lemma yields T (ri) r T ∗(ni; q) for all 16 i6 q
and hence ‘1¿ ‘2¿ · · ·¿ ‘q. We distinguish three cases.
Case 1: ‘1¿ ‘q + 2.
Let u be a vertex in T (r1) such that T (u) has depth ‘q + 1, and let v denote the
parent of u in T (r1). Then u = r1, v = r1 if ‘1 = ‘q + 2, and hT (uv)¿hT (rrq). We
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Fig. 2. The trees T and T ′ if d¡q.
Fig. 3. The trees T and T ′ in Case 1.
exchange the subtrees T (rq) and T (u) in T and obtain a tree T ′, see Fig. 3. Let
F = E(T ) \ {e1; eq; uv}= E(T ′) \ {e1; ru; vrq}. Then, by slight abuse of notation,
h(T ) = (hT (e1); hT (eq); hT (uv); (hT (e))e∈F)
and
h(T ′) = (hT ′(e1); hT ′(vrq); hT ′(ru); (hT ′(e))e∈F):
Since hT (eq)= hT ′(vrq); hT (uv)= hT ′(ru); hT (e1)¿hT ′(e1) and hT (e)¿ hT ′(e) for all
e∈F , the merging lemma yields h(T ) ≺w h(T ′), a contradiction.
Case 2: ‘1 = ‘q + 1 and T (rq) is not complete.
Note that ‘q¿ 1 since T (rq) is not complete. Let u be a child of r1 such that T (u)
has depth ‘q. If hT (r1u)¿hT (rrq), we proceed as in Case 1, exchange the subtrees
T (rq) and T (u) in T and obtain the same contradiction as above.
Thus, hT (r1u)6 hT (rrq). Consider the auxiliary tree T˜ consisting of a root r˜ of
degree q having T (rq) (via the edge r˜rq) and T (u) (via the edge r˜u) as two of its q
subtrees, the other q− 2 subtrees being complete q-ary trees of depth ‘q − 1 (see the
left part of Fig. 4 for an example with q= 3).
Let n˜ denote the order of T˜ . Obviously, n˜¡n and T˜ r T ∗(n˜; q). By induction,
h(T˜ ) can be improved (in view of 4w) by deleting some or all leaves of depth ‘q in
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Fig. 4. The auxiliary trees T˜ and T˜ ′ in Case 2 with q = 3.
T (u) and by adding them as leaves in T (rq) instead. Let the resulting trees be T ′(u),
T ′(rq) and T˜ ′, respectively, see again Fig. 4. Then
(hT˜ (T (rq)); hT˜ (T (u))) 4
w (hT˜ ′(T
′(rq)); hT˜ ′(T
′(u)))
and the height of r˜u decreases while the height of r˜rq increases when switching from
T˜ to T˜
′
. Performing this exchange of leaves in T instead of T˜ , also the height of e1
decreases and we arrive at a tree T ′ with h(T ) ≺w h(T ′), again a contradiction.
Case 3: ‘1 = ‘q or (‘1 = ‘q + 1 and T (rq) is complete).
Since T r T ∗(n; q) and both n1¿ n2¿ · · ·¿ nq and ‘1¿ ‘2¿ · · ·¿ ‘q, there ex-
ists an index 16 i6 q − 1 such that the subtrees T (ri) and T (ri+1) are both not
complete and have the same depth ‘= ‘i = ‘i+1 = ‘1¿ 1. Note that q¿ degT (ri)(ri)¿
degT (ri+1)(ri+1)¿ 1 and recall that T (ri) r T ∗(ni; q) and T (ri+1) r T ∗(ni+1; q). Let us
denote the children of ri by s1; s2; : : : ; sa and the children of ri+1 by t1; t2; : : : ; tb for some
16 b6 a6 q. We may assume that |T (s1)|¿ · · ·¿ |T (sa)| and |T (t1)|¿ · · ·¿ |T (tb)|.
If ‘=1, then a¡q and deleting the edge ri+1tb in T and adding ritb instead yields
a tree T ′ with
(hT (ei); hT (ei+1)) ≺w (hT ′(ei); hT ′(ei+1)):
As above, h(T ) ≺w h(T ′), a contradiction.
Hence ‘¿ 2 and a= b= q. Let j denote the minimum index in {1; : : : ; q} such that
T (sj) is not a complete q-ary tree of depth ‘−1, see Fig. 5 for an example with q=3
and j = 3.
If |T (sj)|¡ |T (t1)|, exchanging the subtrees T (sj) and T (t1) in T yields a tree T ′
with
(hT (ei); hT (ei+1)) ≺w (hT ′(ei); hT ′(ei+1));
again a contradiction to the optimality of T .
Thus we are left with the case |T (sj)|¿ |T (t1)|. Note that both T (sj) and T (t1) have
depth ‘ − 1 and are not complete. Consider once more an auxiliary tree T˜ consisting
of a root r˜ of degree q having T (sj) (via the edge r˜sj) and T (t1) (via the edge r˜t1) as
two of its q subtrees, the other q−2 subtrees being complete q-ary trees of depth ‘−2.
Completely analogous to Case 2, h(T˜ ) can be improved (in view of 4w) by deleting
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Fig. 5. An example to Case 3 with q = 3; ‘¿ 2; i = 1 and j = 3.
certain leaves in T (t1) and by adding them as leaves in T (sj) instead. Performing this
exchange in T instead of T˜ yields a tree T ′, where as above
(hT (ei); hT (ei+1)) ≺w (hT ′(ei); hT ′(ei+1)):
Again, h(T ) ≺w h(T ′), and this /nal contradiction completes the proof.
4. Trees with bounded maximum degree and minimum distance
For n; #∈N with #¿ 2 let the class T#(n) consist of all trees T of order n and
maximum degree #(T )6#. For T = (V; E)∈T#(n) and e = uv∈E let
fT (e) = min{|Tu|; |Tv|};
where Tu and Tv denote the component of T − e containing u and v, respectively. A
simple counting argument shows that the distance of T is given by
	(T ) =
∑
{u;v}⊆V
dT (u; v) =
∑
e∈E
gn(fT (e));
where gn(t) = t(n − t). Note that gn is a continuous, strictly concave and strictly
increasing function on the interval [0; n=2]. Thus, in view of Theorem 1, the problem
of minimizing the distance 	(T ) can be transformed into the problem of maximizing
f(T ) = (fT (e))e∈E in the superdominance order. Considering barycenters of trees, the
problem can be further reduced to h(T ).
For any vertex v of a tree T = (V; E) let
	T (v) =
∑
u∈V
dT (v; u)
denote the distance of the vertex v. A vertex v which has minimum distance is called
a barycenter of T (also known as a centroid vertex or mass center). We need the
following two properties of the function 	, see [6, Exercise 6.22].
Lemma 4. Let e = uv be an edge of a tree T . Then 	T (u)− 	T (v) = |Tv| − |Tu|.
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Fig. 6. The tree NT (17; 3).
Lemma 5. Let P = v0e1v1 : : : e‘v‘ be a path of length ‘¿ 2 in a tree T . If 	T (v0)6
	T (v1); then 	T (vi)¡	T (vi+1) for i = 1; : : : ; ‘ − 1.
Lemma 6. Let r be both the root and a barycenter of a tree T and let e= uv be an
edge of T . Then fT (e) = hT (e).
Proof. We may assume e∈PT (u; r). Then 	T (u)¿ 	T (v) by Lemma 5; implying
|Tu|6 |Tv| by Lemma 4. Hence fT (e) = |Tu|= |T (u)|= hT (e).
Similar to the de/nition of the trees T ∗(n; q) in Section 3, we now recursively de/ne
a family of trees NT (n; #) = ( NV (n; #); NE(n; #))∈T#(n). The vertex set is given by
NV (n; #) = NV (n− 1; #) ∪ {vn}; NV (1; #) = {v1};
where vn ∈ NV (n − 1; #) for n¿ 2. The root of NT (n; #) is v1 and NE(1; #) = ∅. For
n¿ 2, let j denote the minimum index in {1; 2; : : : ; n − 1} such that the degree of vj
in NT (n− 1; #) is less than #. Then NT (n; #) has the edge set
NE(n; #) = NE(n− 1; #) ∪ {vjvn}:
The tree NT (17; 3) is depicted in Fig. 6.
We can now establish our main result.
Theorem 7. Let #¿ 2. If T ∈T#(n) has minimum distance 	(T ); then T  NT (n; #).
Proof. Fix #¿ 3; the case # = 2 being trivial. We may assume n¿# + 1; since
otherwise NT (n; #)  K1; n−1 is already known to be the optimal tree.
Let T = (V; E)∈T#(n) have minimum distance and let T be rooted at a barycenter
r. By Lemma 6 and the remarks preceding it, f(T ) = h(T ) is maximal in the su-
perdominance order. Let ei = rri denote the edges incident to r for 16 i6d, where
d= degT (r)6#, and let Ti denote the subtree of T that is rooted at r and that is in-
duced by V \V (T (ri)). Note that d¿ 2, since otherwise 1=fT (e1)=hT (e1)=n−1¿#,
a contradiction.
Let ni denote the order of Ti. Since each Ti is a (#−1)-ary tree and h(T ) is maximal
in the superdominance order, Theorem 3 yields Ti r T ∗(ni; #− 1) for all 16 i6d.
This immediately implies d= # and T  NT (n; #), completing the proof.
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Using the approach presented here, the trees having minimum distance within the
class of all trees with a /xed degree sequence can also be characterized. Furthermore
the corresponding weighted distance problems, where given non-negative weights have
to be assigned to the edges of the trees and the distance between two vertices is de/ned
relative to these weights, can be solved. For details, we refer the reader to [5].
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